Designed specifically for the purpose of forensic video acquisition and processing, Omnivore is a password-protected 64GB USB3 flash drive that contains specialized capture and processing software that simplifies forensic video and image processing for all levels of users.

Omnivore software runs from the drive so its requires no installation or unlocking as you move between systems.

**Process Native Files FFMPEG** - Omnivore is no longer only for forensically sound screen capture! Now with Omnivore 3.3, you can also open files not captured with Omnivore and export them in various ways such as I-Frames only, uncompressed video, images, etc., using the FFMPG Convert Engine. Omnivore also generates an easy-to-read report that documents your work.

**Active Audio Sync™** — a first of its kind technology, designed specifically to help investigators capture and process low frame rate video that has associated audio. Your video and audio remain in-sync and play back at the proper speed ... even with low frame rate and variable frame rate videos.
Features

• Omnivore capture software runs directly from the thumb drive—requires no installation or Windows Administrator rights

• Password-protected USB 3.0 drive with secured and unsecured adjustable partitions

• FFMPEG Convert and Probe - Process native video and audio along with processing and frame reports

• Active Audio Sync™ – capture video & audio that remains in-sync even with low frame rate and variable frame rate videos

• Main Capture Overlay
  – Displays overlay dimensions and position
  – Adjustable color and transparency
  – Snap to target, adjust manually or enter custom dimensions

• Time Code Capture Overlay
  – Second overlay to capture TC outside the Main Capture Overlay

• Actual Time & DVR Time Documentation and Conversion Calc.

• Optimization – capture video with no dropped frames

• Captures (uncompressed formats)
  – Video Only – OMV (Omnivore native raw format)
  – Video & Audio – OMVA (Omnivore native raw format)
  – Still Images – TIFF/BMP

• Capture Report with each capture

• Omnivore Viewer and Exporter
  – Requires no installation and is freely distributable
  – Batch processing of OMV and OMVA files to export formats
  – Export to: MOV, AVI, WMV, MP4, WAV, MP3 or seq. TIFFs/BMPs
  – Mark-In/Mark-Out user-definable export segments and frames

• Recovery – if you are capturing a long video and you have a power failure, Omnivore can recover your work

• Omnivore Manager Utility – change password, allocate partitions or securely wipe drive data

• Language Support (English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, French)

• Save User Preferences (Multi-User Support)

System Requirements
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